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Chronicle Books, San Francisco, California, 2006. Hardcover. Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition:
New. 1st Edition. "Between the Bridge and the River", by Craig Ferguson. Copyright 2006 by the
author. Published by Chronicle Books, San Francisco. First Edition, Coded Third Printing. NOT Ex-
Library. A tight firm book in Brand New, unopened, unread condition, in white/bright shiny gilt
lettered hard boards, 9 1/4" x 6" x 328 clean, supple unread pages of splendid fiction from a master,
all between deep crimson unmarked endpages. Two male friends from Glasgow, in Scotland begin
their journey. Another similar pair, this time from deep in the American South, begin their journey.
Lots of famous men from the ancient world, and from Las Vegas. Splendid for the 'Journey' reader,
collector, historian, author. No dogears, No names, No other markings. No bookplates. NOT Ex-
library. NOT Remainder-marked. Don't let this one get by you - this is a marvelous, fun find.
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Completely essential read ebook. It is among the most awesome book i actually have read. I am very happy to explain how this is basically the greatest
book i actually have read in my individual existence and might be he best pdf for possibly.
-- Pr of . Alexa ndr o Runolfsson-- Pr of . Alexa ndr o Runolfsson

I just started o  reading this article publication. It is definitely simplistic but surprises in the 50 percent of your ebook. You are going to like how the author
create this publication.
-- Clint La ba die-- Clint La ba die
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